P L AY I T

IN THE

SAFE SUN

John Wayne played movie heroes who were
bold, fought off the “bad guys” and did what
was right – even if it wasn’t easy.
John Wayne lived his life enjoying the great outdoors, doing the
things he loved best in the fresh air and sun.

Block the Blaze is a

John Wayne Cancer Foundation (JWCF)
funded youth skin cancer education
program. It is important to know how to
play it safe in the sun. Thanks to important research funded by JWCF, doctors know much more about how to
prevent and detect skin cancer.

BE BOLD

BE FEARLESS

BLAZE
BLOCKER!
BE A

Learn more online at www.johnwayne.org/blocktheblaze

“It looks like it’s going to be another fine day!”
– John Wayne

5 Sun Safe Tips to Block the Blaze:
1

2

3

4

5

Put on a
Hat

Wear
Sunglasses

Cover with
Clothing

Seek
Shade

SPF

30

Apply
Sunscreen

Play it safe in the sun
to prevent skin cancer.
Spread the word about these sun safe tips.

Flip this card to learn how to get slathered up!

Slather Up with Sunscreen!
Wear sunscreen.
Unprotected skin
can burn FAST!
SPF

30+

Apply SPF 30 (or above)
30 minutes before
going outside.
Apply on sunny
and cloudy days.

Spread
the word:

2 hrs

Reapply every two
hours, or right after
swimming, playing or
exercising outdoors.
One ounce is all
you need to protect
your skin – about
the size of the
palm of your hand.

Having had one or more blistering
sunburns as a child or teenager
increases your risk of developing
skin cancer as an adult.
Stock up!
Purchase our chemical-free,
all-natural sunscreen that
helps Block the Blaze.
Scan the QR code to shop or visit:
www.johnwayne.org/shop/

Learn more online at www.johnwayne.org/blocktheblaze

Learn Your ABCDEs
This guide can help you identify
melanoma – the most
dangerous type of skin cancer.

LEARN THE

FACTS:

Early detection
saves lives!

Color:

A lot of colors:
brown, red, blue or
even purple!

If you find a mole like this on
yourself or anyone else show it to
a doctor immediately.

Asymmetry:

Border:

If the mole got folded
in half, the edges
wouldn’t match up.

The borders are
uneven, jagged,
scalloped or notched.

Diameter:

Evolving:

The mole is bigger
than the size of
a pencil eraser top.

Now you know what

Any change
in color, size or
elevation.

bad moles look like.

Flip this card to learn how to find them!

“Life can’t stand still for anyone.”
– John Wayne

Once a month, go on “Mole Patrol.”
5

MINUTES

1

Take 5 minutes.

2

Go to a private area with good light
and a mirror.

3

Check your whole body, head to toe.
(Even where the sun don’t shine!)

4

Remember what your moles look
like now so you know if they change.

5

If your skin is naturally dark,
double-check:
Palms
Bottoms of feet
Under fingernails

Spread
the word:

95-100% of skin cancer is curable if
caught early and treated quickly.

Learn more online at www.johnwayne.org/blocktheblaze

“Don’t pick a fight, but if you find yourself in one make sure you win!”
– John Wayne

Get smart about playing it safe in the sun.
One in five

Americans will get skin cancer
in their lifetime.

One ounce

of sunscreen (about the size of
the palm of your hand) can protect
all the skin that sees the sun.

Even on cloudy days,
80% of the UV rays
can burn you.

Almost 75% of
skin cancer deaths are
from melanoma.

Those are tough facts, but we’re tougher.

Flip this card to see how we’re all fighting back!

Congratulations! You’re a Blaze Blocker!
SPREAD THE WORD...

Practice the 5 Sun Safe Tips
Slather Up with Sunscreen!
Learn Your ABCDEs
Once a month, go on “Mole Patrol”

www.johnwayne.org/blocktheblaze

